Visual properties of objects affect manipulative forces and respiration differently.
Previously, we demonstrated that the respiratory and motor systems responded differently following consecutive lifts of an object whose weight could be altered (lighter or heavier) without changing the object's visual properties. When the weight of the object was altered in a manner unpredictable to the subject, the motor system response reflected the previous weight of the object (light or heavy) while the respiratory system reflected responses seen when lifting the heavier object regardless of whether a lighter or heavier object was lifted previously. It is possible that the default pattern of the respiratory system was due to a lack of visual size cues, which are known to have robust affects on grasp control. To test this hypothesis, 14 seated subjects performed self-initiated alternating lifts with objects whose size and weight covaried such that the weight of the upcoming lift was known despite the weight of the object previously lifted. Following both consecutive and alternating trials, the load force was scaled to the weight of the object (e.g., the heavier the object the larger the force) while the volume was scaled only following the consecutive trials. This suggests that the load forces were developed entirely based on visual information while lung volume was not. In addition, we suggest that following the consecutive trials, the volume increased as the object's weight increased in an effort to assist with trunk stabilization by indirectly increasing intra-abdominal pressure.